
About Swarm Collection

We get asked many questions when a swarm is reported, and hopefully the following will go some way
to help answer a few of them, help you feel a little more relaxed and enjoy the whole process.

Phew!
You've contacted a bee keeper to collect a swarm, and you are probably wondering what happens
next? What should you expect?
This very much depends where the swarm is, the time of day, the weather, and any other variable
that may conspire, but in principal the following should be a guide.

But first!
Relax, don't panic! A swarm in the air can be quite epic, masses of bees flying in what looks like an
haphazard manner and a great roar of wings. What you are experiencing is a wonder of nature that is
not witnessed by many people, so feel privileged. What is happening is that the bees are looking for a
new home, most of the bees that can fly along with a queen leave home to split their colony in two,
leaving behind young bees and a queen yet to emerge.
These bees have no interest in you or anything other than the job of moving home! Yes, a few bees
may land on you, as they may a car, a fence or a plant. You're just a convenient perch for a tired
house mover! You are definitely not the object of an attack, in fact bees are most docile while they
are swarming. That's not to say that they will not sting if provoked. Just as you'd object to being
squashed or roughed up, so do bees!  Accidental  handling of a bee is the most likely reason for
stinging. So the sensible thing to do is to move quietly indoors, taking children and pets with you; no
arm flapping, no blowing at inquisitive bees, just a regal retreat. Once there, check everyone for
resting bees. If you do find any, catch then in a glass and put them outside. Suddenly the air outside
will be empty and the bees will seem to disappear as they form a cluster; calm will ensue once again
and the job of house hunting begins in earnest.

Location
Back to the business of collecting a swarm. For our scenario, the swarm is easily accessible and has
gathered on a low tree branch.



What to do while you wait for the bee keeper?
Although docile while swarming, it's still a good idea to keep children & pets at a safe distance. As
mentioned, most stings occur when bees are accidentally crushed after landing unseen on people or
clothing, but by all means take photographs of your amazing guests. If the swarm should fly away
again, let the bee keeper know to save him an unnecessary visit. On hot days the bee keeper may ask
you to apply a very fine overhead spray of water to the swarm (from a hose), this simulates rain, and
helps to keep the swarm in place as bees don't like to fly when it's raining, but only do this if you feel
comfortable and don't use a direct jet, we are aiming for the lightest of summer showers.

What are the bees doing right now?
They have left the parent colony, their bellies full of honey and have flown a short distance, landed in
your garden and formed a bivouac while they look for a new home. The cluster affords protection
from the elements and predators, it also provides surprisingly good camouflage.
The average cluster of bees contains a queen (fertile female), some drones (male bees), and anything
from a few hundred to tens of thousands of workers (infertile females). If you watch, you will see a
pattern emerging, with bees flying away and coming back again, we call these bees scouts, they are
looking  for  a  new home.  You may  notice  them flying  around  the  garden,  investigating  nooks  &
crannies,  flying  in  a  side-to-side  zigzag  manner.  When  they  find  a  likely  place,  they  check  its
suitability – size, weather proofing, security etc., - and if impressed, head back and tell their sisters
to come and look. This amounts to voting, or hash-tagging, with the best places getting the most
votes. They give the whereabouts of their find by dancing on the side of the cluster, using the famous
waggle dance (not to be confused with the very fine beer of the same name). You can quite easily
decrypt the dance to decode the direction, and if you are very good, the distance to the new dezrez!
Ask the bee keeper to show you how.

He/she is here!
Yes! She! Many women keep bees, it's not just the preserve of old men in tweed jackets! Be armed
with lots of questions, offer tea (it's likely to be a hot day), and don't forget to ask him/her to take
some close-up pictures with your camera.
The bee keeper will have some equipment with them which may range from a simple cardboard box to
a sophisticated swarm box or even a complete hive. They may have other items such as brushes,
feathers, queen cages, smokers and many other weird paraphernalia – Don't be shy, do ask lots of
questions! They may also bring a novice bee keeper who is learning the craft.

It begins...
No two collections are the same, and not all collections are successful. If you want to watch, the bee
keeper will advise a safe viewing position – Don't forget photos!
We will assume that the bee keeper has a cardboard box and a sheet. The sheet affords a 'clean' area
where the bees can be seen, and it prevents the queen from hiding, or getting into awkward places if
she is not caught in the box. After laying the sheet under the swarm, using a quick shake, the cluster
of bees will be dropped into the box and then the box is inverted and a corner propped up to allow the



bees to enter. On occasion the bee keeper may ask to borrow steps or a ladder if the swarm is out of
reach.
With luck, the queen will now be in the box, and the remaining bees, wanting to be with her, will circle
around until they enter the box, while those inside indicate where she is by moving to the entrance
and fanning a pheromone trail (scent) into the air to help 'lost' bees find the cluster. It's not magic,
the bee keeper simply understands the behaviour of these little insects, and uses it against them to
his advantage.
Now we have time for a chat, yarns, more questions and observation, and maybe some more tea while
we watch to ensure that the bees are entering the box. Unfortunately they don't always read the
manual.

And then?
Depending on the time of day, how far away the bee keeper lives, or if another swarm has to be
collected, he/she will leave, and return at dusk*. By this time, if all has gone to plan, the bees will
have stopped flying and they will  all be quietly clustering in the box! If the swarm is taken away
before they finish flying, then there will be several hundred 'lost' bees flying around for several days,
so patience is the name of the game.

* Don't be surprised if a different bee keeper comes to take the bees away. Sometimes a bee keeper
who has lost a colony will ask to be given a swarm; the easy way to hand over the swarm is to collect
it directly from where it was caught. He or she should make themselves known to you, and hopefully
you will be told in advance. This is why a cardboard box is used, since no equipment needs to be
returned.

The bee keeper will gently close the box, ensuring not to disturb the bees and make it bee proof.
They are now ready to be safely transported.

Later?
If you want to know what happens to 'your' swarm in the future, then ask the bee keeper to keep you
informed of their progress. Normally one of the following will occur:

• given to another bee keeper
• If not they will be quarantined, but after this they may be
• united with an existing colony
• housed in their own small hive (nucleus) to build up, and then either kept or given to a new 

bee keeper as their first colony.
• On occasion bees are left at the site at the request of the land owner, either in a hive and 

managed by the bee keeper (obviously after discussion), or in some natural dwelling place as a
'feral colony' [unmanaged]; this may happen if the swarm has already occupied a location from
which they can't be removed.



More...
If you would like to know more about honey bees, maybe you've been inspired to take up the hobby,
you will find lots of resources on the web; some better than others! So read around the subject. Of
course we have our own website where you will find lots of information and dates of shows that we
attend. Your support at shows is always welcome and we are happy to answer any questions that you
may have.

http://northsomersetbeekeepers.org/

http://northsomersetbeekeepers.org/

